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EFFECTIVE DATA VISUALIZATION AND INFOGRAPHICS 
FOR MANAGEMENT INSIGHT 
 

Overview 
"This pie chart is heaven-sent," said no manager ever. 

But if you're still using pie charts in your management reports, you would be forgiven to think this course is heaven-
sent. Part data storytelling, part Excel 202, part intro to management analytics, and part PowerPoint shock therapy, 
this workshop by math major, predictive modeling certificate-holder, MBA douchebag, data visualization 
aficionado, and all-around business huckster Jay Manahan aims to rid your buzzword-drunk middle-management 
mind of mediocre, merely-administrative, insight-less, non-actionable reporting. 

Other signs of management reporting chlamydia include sorting things alphabetically, applying 3D effects, and 
stating the obvious in a pseudo-fancy manner. Seek treatment immediately. 

Attend this course and you’ll be able to… 
 Create professional-looking charts, graphs, and basic infographics that effectively convey a clear message 
 Capably present data that convince business audiences to subscribe to a recommended idea and move them 

to perform a desired action 
 Avoid annoying, embarrassing, and non-functional data presentation pitfalls that distort data objectivity or 

distract from clear stories 

Methodology 
| Mark Ritson-inspired lecture and discussion 

| Hands-on workshop activities 
| Custom take-back-to-work deliverables 

Requirements and Prerequisites 
PC or laptop with MS Office 2016 
Excel Analysis ToolPak 
Web access 
Knowledge of Excel formulas and PowerPoint features 

 

Course Outline 
Day 1 
| Introductions and icebreaker 
| Review of effective visualizations and infographics 
| Practical chart types and when to use them 
| Practical chart design tips and techniques 
| Individual homework 
Day 2 
| Homework submission and feedback 
| Common pitfalls in chart design 
| Hands-on workshop: improving real-life reports in your operations 
| Writing effective copy for your data visualizations 
| Group challenge, final presentation, and feedback 
| Free tools and resources 

TRAINER  
Jay Manahan (jaymanahan.com) is the 
autonomous, comprehensivist hands-on 
creator with enough large-enterprise 
experience that tech and outsourcing 
startups and growing midsize B2B 
businesses seem to need. It doesn’t matter 
that he’s won multimillion-dollar bids 
against global tech and BPO players a 
couple of months from starting, kickstarted 
US-supportive shared services operations 
on his first year, or discovered $100k 
revenue opportunities one week in. Or that 
he’s certified in inbound marketing, Google 
Adwords, ITIL, or predictive analytics, 
complemented by an MBA and a BS Math 
degree. Or that his LinkedIn social selling 
index is in the top 2 percent of the entire 
outsourcing/offshoring industry. You just 
need to realize he’s uncomfortably 
unconventional and would be an acquired 
taste if troublemaking is not your cup of tea. 
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